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Dinner Series

Green Candidate Presents Platform

Addresses Issues

LaMarche Hopes to Generate More Revenue as Governor

of Diversity
ALEXANDRA KELLY
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

A group of first and second-year
’ students met for the first of five din¬
ners Wednesday night in a series
of talks titled “Difficult Dialogues.”
■ These, in conjunction with the on¬
going campus climate project, are
designed to improve methods of
communication about issues like
race, gender, sexuality or religion.
The students were nominated
by their Junior Advisers from this
year and last year as those actively
interested in the improvement of the
on-campus atmosphere for people
■ of all backgrounds. The dinners are
not required: participating students
take part by personal choice. There
are four weekly sessions scheduled,
and a fifth will take place later, after
the ideas discussed have had time to
take effect.
The dinners are facilitated and
guided by Steve Wessler, director
of the Maine Center for the Preven¬
tion of Hate Violence in Portland. In
the spring of 2006, he led a “very
effective” Short Term with similar
discussion. “Every single person in
the class thought that they would be
better community members and bet¬
ter communicators for having taken
that class," Wessler said.
At the beginning of the meeting,
he asked the students what they
thought these discussions would
be about. Most responses had to
do with addressing of bias issues
and incidents on campus. Though
Wessler intends to begin talking
about race, nationality and religion,
he said “there is not a blueprint” for
the discussions.
Although he has no specific
plans, his general goals include
helping people to see others’ per¬
spectives and to work on the devel¬
opment of the skills to deal with the
kinds of issues stemming from those
differences. “This is not a class, not
a lecture, but a dialogue,” he said.
To begin, Wessler asked the stu¬
dents to introduce themselves. In
addition, he asked them to first say
something about themselves that no
one there would know and second¬
ly, to identify themselves in some
way.
Since his examples for identifi¬
cation included gender, nationality,
religion and race, the first people to
introduce themselves followed suit.
As introductions moved around the
table, though, people became broad¬
er in their identifications. They no
longer chose obvious classifications,
but instead talked about things that
they found important in their own
lives. One student, before mention¬
ing anything about her background,
said that she was “an individual,
who just happened to be” of a par¬
ticular race.
Participants, in their introduc¬
tions, represented many different
races, religions and nationalities,
as well as varying levels of experi¬
ence with discrimination. “I find that
there’s always much more diversity
_See FIRST-YEARS, page 4

SAM NAGOURNEY
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Unlike other times she has run for
office, this time Green Party guberna¬
torial candidate Pat LaMarche is actu¬
ally determined to win. “I’ve never in¬
tended to win anything before, so I just
want to make that clear. In my life I
have made other arrangements. When I
ran for office, I had other reasons,” said
LaMarche in a speech in the Muskie Ar¬
chives last night..
The ebullient LaMarche sounds
more like an everyday citizen than a
politician running for governor as she
described her candidacy for vice presi¬
dent in 2004.
“There’s nothing more fun than
running a race you can’t win.” As a
one-time co-chair of the national party,

Tom Flanagan explains the
ways that Parents and Fam¬
ily Weekend can go horribly
wrong.
Page 2

The creator of the graffiti art
around campus is revealed.
Page 5
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Brad Young, a Republican legislator who worked to pass the Taxpayer's Bill of Rights in Colorado, urges audience
members to vote against the bill in Maine.
ANDREW SIMON
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Colorado legislator Brad Young
warned students and local residents
about the Taxpayer’s Bill of Rights, or
TABOR, last Wednesday, describing
it as a “dangerous road to go down
once you get it passed.”
Young, a Republican, urged
Maine voters to reject TABOR, Ques¬
tion One on the ballot in November,
during a talk sponsored by the Bates
Democrats.
Formerly the chairman of the
joint budget committee of the Colo¬
rado state legislature and once a
proponent of TABOR, Young helped
pass the provision in Colorado in
1992. As in Colorado, Maine’s TABOR
would mandate that the state and lo¬
cal governments could only increase
tax revenue by an amount based on
a formula of inflation and population
growth. But the formula of “popula¬
tion and inflation does not keep up
with the economy,” said Young, citing
that government spending shrinks by
about two to three percent every year
under the law.
Young analogized the effects
of TABOR to a weight loss diet in

News.4

See GREEN CANDIDATE page 4

BCSG Discusses
Drinking Policy,
Passes Budget

Columbus Day Panel
Discourages Holiday
Guest Speaker Dr. Scott Ly¬
ons discusses the explorer's
legacy and its impact on Native
Americans.

Team Bonding
Field Hockey comes togeth¬
er as the group travels to the
Netherlands over the summer.

Arts.5

which a person loses two percent of
his body weight every month. After
six months, he is down to his ideal
body weight. TABOR, said Young, is
the equivalent of a doctor telling the
dieter after those six months that he
can never go off of the diet.
“It makes you pretty for a while,”
noted Young, but it eventually deci¬
mates the ability of the government
to provide adequately for services
such as higher education, healthcare
and aid to the homeless.
Young pointed out that the Uni¬
versity of Colorado received the
same appropriation in 2004 as it did
in 1995, despite having almost 5,000
more students. Part of the reason for
this, he explained, is that under TA¬
BOR, the government has to reduce
its spending every year, “regardless
of federal, judicial and statutory man¬
dates for government services,” such
as No Child Left Behind. Colorado
voters agreed to suspend TABOR for
five years in 2005 largely as a result
of the cut in higher education spend¬
ing.
When asked why TABOR reso¬
nates so well with the public, Young
said that it sounds perfectly reason¬
able at first that the government

should not grow faster than the
economy. “People don’t realize that
the government shrinks relative to
the economy. People don’t think long
term, that there will be no money left
after [funding is appropriated for]
healthcare and K-12 education.”
Advocates of TABOR say that
it has helped Colorado’s economy
grow faster than that of the country
as a whole. It also appeals to libertar¬
ians, who support the idea that tax
reductions lead to greater financial
freedom for people.
At Bates, student groups such as
the Democrats, the New World Co¬
alition, the Feminist Action Coalition
and the Environmental Coalition are
advocating the defeat of TABOR in
Maine next month. Members of these
groups have been collecting pledges
from students to vote no on the mea¬
sure on Election Day, with a goal of
gathering 500 signatures. While many
conservatives support TABOR, Bates
College Republican president Emily
Milliken said in an e-mail that the
group has no official position on the
issue and is encouraging people to
register and vote.

After long and heated debates over
the new hard alcohol enforcement pol¬
icy, the Bates College Student Govern¬
ment may have found a solution in the
form of a new committee.
The BCSG passed the motion last
night to create a committee that will
directly deal with the renewed en¬
forcement of the existing hard alcohol
policy. This committee, proposed by
VantielElizabeth Duncan TO, will give
feedback to the administration about
the new policy. Whether this committee
will include students outside of the RA
is still up for debate.
The discussion that took place ex¬
amined many important questions re-,
garding alcohol, including what right
the Lewiston-Auburn Police Department
has to enter residence halls, how effec¬
tive the strike policy will work now that
they are easier to obtain and whether
this policy could be revised.
Although a consensus was not met,
strives are being made to answer these
questions and address them to the ad¬
ministration.
In other news, the budget for the fall
semester 2006 was approved, and allo¬
cations for this semester were brought
to a close. The budget was originally
supposed to be voted on in last week's
meeting. The extra week caused tension
among club leaders who were forced to
suspend planning for events since they
weren't yet aware what their budgets
would be. Each club was automatically
awarded $250, which they could use
before the budgets were released.

See page 4 for
a full listing of
club budgets
for fall 2006.

Frustration Builds as New Mugs Disappear

Page 8
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huge. So in a lot of ways, it’s how you
present the story,” said LaMarche.
LaMarche described Maine as “the
ultimate fixer-upper” state. She was ap¬
palled that Maine has no way to gen¬
erate revenue other than taxes. Her
suggestion is that Maine starts manu¬
facturing goods that people actually
need.
LaMarche also advocates build¬
ing a photovoltaic cell manufacturing
plant, as Germany makes almost all of
the photovoltaic cells in the world and
currently they are all sold out to Japan.
She explained that all “production is
reserved,” and that Maine should take
advantage of the demand.
Another important goal of La-

BRIANA GERRISH
CONTRIBUTING EDITOR

Page 4

The Man Behind the
Mask

from unscrupulous business... Nestle’s
job is to make as much money as pos¬
sible and get out of there.”
The water-extraction fee would
take three percent of Nestle’s profits
and divide it up three ways. One per¬
cent would go to helping students with
college tuition. Another one percent
would go to K-12 education, which
would also help to lower property tax¬
es. The final one percent would go to
U'ansportation whether roads, railroads
or whatever necessary to help deal
with the approaching oil shortage.
In another state poll, 42 percent of
Mainers agreed with a water-extrac¬
tion fee regardless of where the money
went. 55 percent agreed if it would help
pay for education, and “if it helps pay
for education and lowers your taxes,
then Nestle loses. The numbers were

Republican Legislator Speaks Against TABOR

INSIDE THIS ISSUE

Parents Were Afoot

LaMarche admitted that the Green Par¬
ty has “had to re-write success.”
Universal healthcare is the “cor¬
nerstone of [the LaMarche] campaign”
which she intends to fund through a
payroll tax. LaMarche views universal
healthcare as the cure to fleeting busi¬
nesses. She referenced GM and Ford’s
move to Canada as a result of the coun¬
try’s universal healthcare policy. The
LaMarche campaign polled around the
state and found that between 50 and
92 percent of Mainers want universal
healthcare, depending on the phrasing
of the question asked.
LaMarche also wants to impose a
three percent water-extraction fee on
Nestle for its use of Maine water in
Poland Spring. LaMarche spoke about
the duties of government, saying, “The
government is supposed to protect us

Sports.8

SAM EVANS-BROWN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Director of Dining Services Chris¬
tine Schwartz virtually yelled, “I have
reached my wit’s end,” in a campus¬
wide e-mail Monday, Oct. 2, express¬
ing frustration with the low level of
reusable mug returns. In an interview
on Sunday she said, “Today I am much
more optimistic than I was one week
ago.” This is the roller coaster ride that
is the new insulated mug program.
Support for the program have
fizzled substantially in response to
lukewarm participation. The lack of
participation has led to threats of total
discontinuation.
The college purchased 5,000 mugs
at the beginning of the year at a cost
of one dollar per mug. This may seem
excessive at a college where enroll¬
ment is typically around 1,700, but
as Schwartz pointed out, “you have
See DINING DIRECTOR, page 4
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The new mugs are both environmentaly- friendly and acceptable for library use
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Pre-med Students Need to
Envision a Life beyond Lab
ALLIE GOLDSTEIN
FORUM LAYOUT EDITOR

What is fast-walking, goggle-eyed
and can balance a chemical equation
faster than most of us can turn off our
alarm clock? That’s right, it’s the premed student. Even if you haven’t so
much as inched a toenail through the
doors of Dana Chemistry Hall, you’ve
probably encountered this exotic spe¬
cies of Batesie somewhere on
campus. The pre-med student
is usually fairly easy to pick out
of the crowd due to the fact that
they’re either hunchbacked by a
heavy book reading a heavy book,
or complaining loudly about the
difficult information in the heavy
book that they have to memorize.
To the premed student’s cred¬
it, this lamenting is fairly legit.
Requirements for medical school
typically include two physics
courses, two general chemistry
courses, two organic chemistry
courses and two biology courses.
All of that on top of completing
a major is ho stroll around the
puddle. But then again, neither
is pouring over Shakespeare foot¬
notes or choreographing a dance
or learning Japanese.
What the stereotypical premed
student seems to lack is perspective.
Although we are all guilty of burrow¬
ing ourselves into exclusive academic
nooks, the science community at Bates
seems to be especially hypnotized by
the allure of two magical letters: M and
D. Together, these two letters lead to
wealth, fulfillment and - according to
Grey’s Anatomy - sex in scrubs. Be¬
coming a doctor is the ultimate Ameri¬
can Dream and many students at Bates
have packed their bags for this Emer¬
ald City.
Of course, going to medical school
is an honorable goal. Our world needs
good doctors, and Bates has the fac¬

ulty and facilities to graduate students
who will go on to cure diseases and
save lives. What worries me is not that
the premed community exists, but that
with all those molecule diagrams spin¬
ning around in their brains, students
might lose sight of why they signed
up for Molecular Structures in the first
place.
It seems that the narrow-minded¬
ness of many of the premed students

control their menstruation to the day.
Mental illness is treated medically as a
chemical imbalance in the brain. All
of this leads to the perception that the
human body is a machine that can be
repaired with metal tools and gloved
hands. So firm is our faith in sterile
hospitals and bathroom cabinets full
of bottles, that few question whether
there could plausibly be another way.
In fact, there is. The alternative to
institutionalized medicine is the
idea that health is holistic. In
this more Eastern understand¬
ing, the human body is insepa¬
" Although we are all guilty
rable from the mind and spirit
of burrowing ourselves into
and disease is treated as more
than physical. Traditional Chi¬
exclusive academic nooks,
nese Medicine, for instance,
focuses on the balance of the
the science community at
qi (pronounced “chee”) which
includes a person’s spiritual,
Bates seems to be especially
emotional, mental and physi¬
cal energy. According to the
hypnotized by the allure of
ancient Chinese, illness arises
when negative and positive
two magical letters:
energy (yin and yang) are disM and D."
proportional. Order is restored
through herbal therapy, physical
exercises and meditation.
To most pre-medi¬
cal students, the idea of curing
at Bates is a symptom of a much larger
disease through such methods as aro¬
phenomenon. Our culture, in general,
matherapy, acupuncture and massage
under-emphasizes the humanitarian
seems flimsy and unscientific. Even
aspects of medicine while focusing
the National Center for Complemen¬
on what we call “hard science” - es¬
tary and Alternative Medicines cites
sentially those chemical remedies and
on their website that “for most [com¬
operations that are proven successful
plementary and alternative medicine
by extensive experimentation. This fo¬
therapies] there are key questions that
cus on the facts rather than the human
are yet to be answered through wellinteractions carries over into college
designed scientific studies.”
curriculums.
However, in a country in which 60
Compared to other areas of the
million are obese (American Obesity
world, Western medicine is marked by
Association) and 47 million are smok¬
ers (American Heart Association) clear¬
its invasiveness. A routine check-up in
the United States involves squeezing,
ly not even the most advanced tech¬
probing, prodding and often needles.
nology and physicians in the world
Pills are prescribed for everything from
See DOCTORS page 3
rashes to diabetes. Women can now

Coming Out... as a Country Music Fan
ERIN REED
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

This week, since it is National
Coming Out Week, I have something
to tell you. It’s not a big deal, real¬
ly, and it shouldn’t change what you
think of me.
I’m... a country music fan.
Look, I know this is unexpected,
and I know some of you will be awk¬
ward about it, but just give it time,
okay? It’s something I’m proud of,
and I’d really love it if you were sup¬
portive. It’s nothing to be ashamed of,
Mom and Dad, you didn’t do anything
wrong when you were raising me - if
you’d like, I can give you some infor¬
mation from a group for Parents and

Friends of Country Music Fans.
How do I know I’m a country
music fan? Well, I just do, I just am.
I mean, I had no idea when I was
growing up, I had never even heard
about country music, I didn’t know
anyone who was a country music fan.
Everyone I knew made fun of country
music - I didn’t even know anything
about it, but I made fun of it, too.
Then one day I found out that my
mom’s friend was a country music
fan. I couldn’t believe it! She always
had country music on, in the barn,
in the house, in the truck when we
were driving to horse shows. She had
posters and CDs, and a dog named
after Alan Jackson. Slowly I began to
understand country music, and coun¬

®fje pates; ^tubent

try music fans. I had never questioned
my musical interests before, but the
more I learned about country music,
the more I began to like it.
Don’t get me wrong, I still liked
rock. For a while I thought I was bi¬
musical, but now I’ve realized that
there are more than two types of
music - there are all sorts of musical
genres - and all sorts of variations on
Rock and Country.
Now don’t go accusing your friend,
Mom, it’s not her fault I’m a country
music fan, she didn’t “recruit me” or
anything. I would have eventually fig¬
ured it out, from listening to the radio
or meeting country music fans at colSee CONFESSIONS, page 3
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A Parent-Free
Family Weekend
TOM FLANAGAN
MANAGING FORUM
EDITOR

The scene on
campus
between
Friday and Saturday
was unmistakable.
Name-tagged people
in their 40's and 50's were everywhere.
Parts of campus started to look like
used car lots as parents made some of
the most unforgivable parking maneu¬
vers I’ve ever seen - double-parked,
triple-parked - they didn’t care. They
were, of course, dressed almost exclu¬
sively in Bates apparel. Never in my
life have I seen so many hats that had
blatantly never been worn before. It’s
as if parents were getting here, look¬
ing around and realizing they weren’t
wearing enough pieces of Bates flair,
and quickly buying the cheapest piece
of Bates apparel that they could find.
I’m pretty sure I saw a few guys wear¬
ing Bates stuff that still had tags at¬
tached.
Up until midday Friday, I had com¬
pletely forgotten that it was Parents
and Family Weekend. I forgot mostly
because my parents weren’t coming to
visit, so it had only been mentioned in
sarcastic passing comments. It’s about
a three-hour ride for them to get up
here (sound familiar?), and they’ve
made it clear over my years at Bates
that they care far more about the num¬
ber on our car’s odometer than they
do about seeing their third child. I’ve
always accepted this - they’re paying
the bills, after all. I usually just sprinkle
in enough sarcastic comments about
their parental negligence to make

them feel guilty and call it even. Af¬
ter what I saw this weekend, though,
they’ll never hear another peep from
me about their visitation frequency.
I saw everything that can go wrong
over the course of a parental visit and
I’m in no hurry to experience any of it
with Bill and Joanne.
I only had one class on Friday, but
it was swamped with parents to the
extent that we almost ran out of seats.
I’m not sure if they had children in
the class or not, and the fact that we
all completely ignored them doesn’t
really answer the question. Obviously
no one is going to strike up a con¬
versation with a random parent sit¬
ting next to them during a lesson on
Shakespeare, and even if they were
your parents, you’d probably ignore
them anyway.
That class was one reason I’m
psyched that my parents didn’t come
up this weekend. Having them accom¬
pany me to a class would be devas¬
tating in countless ways. First of all,
they’d be there about 15 minutes ear¬
ly, see the classroom slowly fill and
the professor begin the lecture with
me nowhere in sight. By the time I’d
come stumbling in late with pillow
lines on my face and the worst bed¬
head a short haircut allows, significant
damage would have been done. My
mother would probably spend most
of the class disgustedly observing my
horrible in-class body language and
wondering why I don’t raise my hand
more. Meanwhile, my father would
be calculating the per-class cost of a
Bates education, ultimately producing
a number that would make him nauSee PARTYING, page 3
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5
The number of children Welsh
woman Vanda Jones has, all of whose
birth dates she has tattooed on her
arm. She explained, “Whenever I took
my kids to the health clinic, I could
never remember their birthdays off
the top of my head, so I had their ini¬
tials and date of birth tattooed on my
arms.'1

4,000
The number of years ago Bulgar¬
ian archaeologists believe brain sur¬
gery was first performed. The team of
researchers dug up a skull that had a
hole drilled into it with surgical pre¬
cision, which they believe proves the
procedure was medical.

3
The age in years of a boy who
bought a pink Nissan Figaro for almost
$16,000 on eBay when his mother
turned her back while still logged into

her account. The boy was unaplogetic
and denied guilt.

6
The length, in feet, of a snake that
a Serbian man used to defend his Mer¬
cedes because he could not afford a
car alarm. He left the snake in his car
every night, explaining, “I only wanted
to make sure that even if I couldn’t take
revenge on anyone who dared to rob
my car then at least the snake could
do it for me.” He was arrested when it
escaped through an open window.

78
The percentage of American adults
responding to a recent survey who an¬
swered that re-wrapping an unwanted
gift and giving it to someone else is
an acceptable behavior some or most
of the time.
Sources: ananova.com, cnn.com

Don't "Iraq" the Vote
JONATHAN BROWHER
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
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As I walked into Commons I
couldn’t help but notice the Baldacci
love-fest in Chase Hall. I must say,
the pro-Baldacci posters put up by
the Bates Democrats looked sharp
and employed clever graphic design.
That’s about where their redeeming
qualities stopped.
In striking letters the flyer reads,
“Re-Elect Governor Baldacci. Reason:
Iraq.” I didn’t know whether to laugh
my face off or cry a tear of pity for the
pathetic platform the Left on campus
is taking in this gubernatorial election.
You should vote for John Baldacci be¬
cause he opposed the war in Iraq. It’s
a far-from-original attempt to distract
voters away from the real issues facing
Maine, and it comes off as an insult
to the people of this state and a clear
attempt to avoid Baldacci’s public re¬
cord, which has been abysmal at best.
According to the Tax Foundation,
a national think-tank, Maine’s tax
burden ranked first in the nation. It
states, “Estimated at 13.5 percent of
income, Maine’s state/local tax burden
percentage has ranked as the nation’s
highest each year since 1997, and re¬
mains well above the national aver¬
age of 10.6 percent. Maine taxpayers
pay $4,719 per-capita in state and lo¬
cal taxes” (http.//www,taxfoundation.
org/research/topic/32. html).
As for economic progress, Gov¬
ernor Baldacci has failed to produce
any positive results in his four years
in office. In a report titled “In the
Shadows of the National Recovery: An
Overview of New England’s Econom¬
ic Performance in 2005,” the Federal

Reserve Bank of Boston found that
Maine was the only state besides hurri¬
cane-ravaged Louisiana to experience
economic decline in 2005. The re¬
port also found that unemployment in
Maine held steady while the job force
grew, income growth was the slowest
in New England and Maine’s exports
declined for the first time since 2000
(http ://www. bos. frb. org/economic/
neei/neei.htm). While the country’s
economy is booming and stocks are
setting new records, Maine lingers in
stagnation.
The line of damning evidence
against the governor stretches even
further. While the state desperately
needs tax relief and new business,
Baldacci continues to raise taxes and
fees. A study done by the Maine
House Republicans found that from
the 2003-04 through the 2006-07 fis¬
cal year budget, the Baldacci admin¬
istration and the Democrat-controlled
121st and 122nd legislatures increased
revenue from taxes and fees by a total
of $1,143 billion. You won’t find this
number on Baldacci’s press releases
because the administration uses four
methods to hide the increase from the
taxpayers of Maine. The methods as
well as the figures are found at http://
www.mehousegop.com/index.pl/baldaccitaxandfee. If it sounds like Re¬
publican propaganda, consider that all
the information contained in the re¬
port comes directly from Maine Office
of Fiscal and Program Review.
Baldacci’s exploits range from the
appalling to the absurd. He sold state
liquor business revenues to balance
the budget. He proposed a $6 tax
on canoes and kayaks in an attempt
to meet shortfalls. His Dirigoliealth

program has been a veritable money
pit, and has severely missed its initial
goals. The Boston Globe reported
that Dirigo was supposed to insure
31,000 people by the first year. As of
May 2006, 16 months after the pro¬
gram was launched, only 10,000 are
enrolled, half of which already had
health care. That leaves 125,000 Main¬
ers who still lack coverage. (“Dirigo
Health not attracting businesses,” Bos¬
ton Globe, May 27, 2006). Consider¬
ing the millions of dollars that have
been spent on the program, it simply
isn’t worth it.
Now the governor’s office has an¬
nounced an estimated $570 million
structural gap for the upcoming fiscal
year. So who’s to blame? Certainly
not the federal government. For every
dollar paid in federal taxes by Maine
residents, the state received $1.40 back
in federal aid. (http://www.taxfoundation.org/research/topic/32.html) Play¬
ing the blame game won’t work for
Baldacci this time.
I have been all over Maine helping
to bring change in Augusta, and almost
every Mainer I’ve met has expressed
their concern for the future. From the
doctor in Auburn who is owed tens
of thousands by the Maine DHHS to a
couple in Skowhegan who may have
to sell their house because of an op¬
pressive property tax; from the Yar¬
mouth cop who has had enough of
“SleazeBaldacci” to the Lewiston small
business owner that can barely sur¬
vive - the people of Maine want relief,
and they won’t find it in a governor
that has failed them. It’s time for the
Democrats to talk about the issues that
matter to Mainers. Stop trying to “Iraq”
the vote. *
t
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The ABC's of Bates Nightlife
Apparently, I...
The way people begin ex¬
plaining the previous night’s
activities.

Brunch on Sunday
If everyone erupts in laugh¬
ter the exact moment you enter
Commons, it’s probably not a
coincidence.

pens to be caked with plaster,
you’d better lay low and avoid
your RC for a few days.

Jumping in the wrong
bed

Sworn to serve and protect...
and issue countless courts sum¬
mons.

Deans
The enforcers of Bates’ base¬
ball-inspired, three-strike policy.
Also like baseball players, we
benefit from weakly enforced
doping rules.

EMS
The more fun an event is, the
more miserable EMTs become.

First-years

If you buy it, they will
come.

Late-night breakfast
You’ll be saying that it’s the
most delicious meal you’ve ever
eaten right up until you start
sprinting to the bathroom.

Making out
If you can’t open your eyes
or stand up without swaying,
please find someone to kiss.
It will make everyone else’s
night.

Narcolepsy

They’re always kind enough
to travel in large, noisy herds to
help make Security’s job easier.

Grants from the federal
government
Once something that stu¬
dents would consider applying
for, they now represent all that
is evil.
♦

Holes in walls
An unfortunate side effect
of raging or dancing like Elaine
from Seinfeld.

Injuries
If your wound is on an el¬
bow, fist or forehead and it hap¬

Typically comes in the form
of a firm slap in the face.

Shannon

This merciless condition has
been known to claim victims
even mid-shot in a game of Bei¬
rut.

Orloff
If you have any left the next
day you can use it to remove
paint or unclog a drain.

Public urination
On grass it’s crude behavior,
on snow it’s artistic expression.

Quintuplets
You’ll think you see them
everywhere by the end of the
night.

They don’t happen nearly
enough, other than the always
popular “preppy white kids from
just outside Boston” theme.

Underage drinking

lege. You can’t just pretend country
music fans like me aren’t out there,
and kick us out of your churches
and throw tantrums when teach¬
ers tell their students that country
music is a legitimate musical inter¬
est. We’re not hurting anyone, re¬
ally, and if you’d just sit down and
learn about country music, you’d
understand that all the stereotypes
you’ve made up usually aren’t true
at all.
I mean, look at me! Nobody
would ever expect I was a country
music fan. I’m from Massachusetts,
and I’m about as far to the left as
you can be. Heck, I drive a Volvo!
And I’m not interested in convert¬

Reese's flavored soft
serve disappears as soon
as our parents leave

Commons giveth, and
Commons taketh away.

Hathorn bells are back

It will be tough for
professors to keep us late
from now on. Tough, not
impossible.

It has already started
getting dark at 6:30
every night

Let the seasonal depression
begin.

Parents and Family
Weekend

I wonder if they'll be so loving
when we come home with
Santa-sized bags of dirty
laundry next week.

That’s a typo. There is no
underage drinking at Bates.

Village Club Series
Sandwich station by day,
stage by night.

Wasted wall posts
The news feed makes it easi¬
er than ever to be held account¬
able for late-night Facebook ac¬
tivity.

X-rated dance moves
They're always most enter¬
taining at the Halloween dance
- picture a giant chicken grind¬
ing with a French maid.

Your friends from
home
Anyone who comes to visit
always comes back again. To
appear in court.

Zombie-like
The best way to describe
most people’s appearance at
Commons on Sunday morning.

Confessions of a Country Music Fan
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2

BATES RATES

The most chant-worthy of all
It’s humiliating to acciden-.
tally hop into your roommate’s the security officers’ names.
bunk. Especially if he's already
Theme parties
in it. With his girlfriend.

Kegs

Cops

Resuscitation

ing your children into country
music fans, either. I just hope that
whatever their musical interest is,
no one beats them up for it.
Now, I don’t mean to say that
all country music fans are the
same. There are a lot of country
music fans who live up to the ste¬
reotypes, drive big pickup trucks,
say “y’all” and vote Republican, but
there are a lot of people who don’t
fulfill the stereotypes. Some coun¬
try fans are still startled when a
“12-song Music-Marathon” includes
the Star Spangled Banner, and still
more hate it when Sundays are de¬
voted to NASCAR coverage.
And even within the country
music world, there’s a lot of dis¬
agreement over what it means to

Doctors Need to Study
More than Textbooks
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2

could save us. Viewing physical problems
specifically rather than holistically allows
Americans to avoid taking responsibility
for the lifestyle choices that cause their ail¬
ments. Recognizing this, many Westerners
are turning to more Eastern-oriented con¬
ceptualizations of medicine. According to
the 2002 National Health Interview Survey,
36 percent of Americans use some form
of complimentary or alternative medicine,
and use of CAM is especially high among
those patients facing terminal illnesses
such as cancer.
What this tells us is that patients need
more than perfectly executed surgeries and
flawlessly concocted pills. Patients need
hope, communication and care. They need
to be viewed as more than simply a sum of
their organs. In this sense, non-traditional
medicine has much to teach us.
This past summer, I had the misfortune
to spend much of the month of August in
Cape Cod Hospital waiting on the recovery
of a loved one. What gave me confidence
during this time was not the state-of-the-art
machines or the certificates on the walls or
even the detailed explanations of the sur¬

seous. His focus would then return
to the professor, and he’d listen to
the rest of the lecture with his arms
crossed and a “this better be good”
look on his face. They see my GPA,
they hear my explanation of my
courses and professors, and that’s
about all they need. There’s just
nothing to be gained from them
seeing it for themselves.
Another terrible part of having
your parents up is just trying to
walk around campus without ex¬
tremely awkward run-ins. It’s never
bad when your parents chat with
your roommate, or if you get to in¬
troduce them to a close friend they
haven’t met. Those conversations
will be a little cheesy, but never
catastrophic.
Walking across campus with
your parents though, you never
bump into close friends. You meet
people you barely know, yet you
feel somehow inclined to introduce
them to your parents and you won¬
der whether you should start by in¬
troducing yourself first. Your father
gets to show his old man strength
by squashing the kid with an oldfashioned handshake, which is
pretty standard, but then the per¬
son has the impossible task of ac¬
knowledging your mother. How do

you make the transition from trying
to measure up to a dad’s handshake
standards to not crushing his wife’s
hand? You can’t just turn it on and
off like that, so you’re either going
to give the father a dead fish hand¬
shake and embarrass yourself or
you’re putting the mother in a cast.
That’s not even considering some
of the curveballs mothers throw
like the two-handed clasp and the
cheek kiss. My strategy is usually
to have at it with the father so I
won’t be referred to as the kid with
the horrible handshake in all their
family’s future Bates conversations,
then do the awkward half-bow ges¬
ture to the mother. At least no one
gets physically injured that way.
Maybe the biggest reason I'm
glad my parents didn’t come is that
we didn’t have to address the pos¬
sibility of them coming out and
partying. It seems lots of parents
were out drinking with the kids
this weekend, and I really can’t
imagine anything worse. I don’t
want to be put in a situation where
I need to berate my mother for not
being able to properly defend a
Beirut bounce shot, or count out
the seconds along with the crowd
as she chugs Busch Light because
she lost some card game. This is
my mother we’re talking about;
I don’t want her drinking cheap

Cuts Colors Perms Foils Waxing Massage

be a country music fan. I, personal¬
ly, really like the Dixie Chicks, and
I’m glad they’re ashamed the presi¬
dent is from Texas. (I myself am
ashamed he vacations in Maine.)
Some people disagree slightly.
I know for some of you this
was a surprise, but it’s time I fi¬
nally came out. I know there are a
lot of crazy people out there, who
think that country music fans are
destroying the moral fabric of this
nation, and destroying the sanctity
of the bond between man and his
Limp Bizkit album, but I hope that
you are smart and caring enough
to see beyond that. Thank you for
listening to my story, and if you
have any questions, please ask me.
I’d love to have you as an ally.

beer out of a hastily rinsed solo
cup in some dingy dorm basement.
And there are conflicts of interest
to consider, too. What happens if
you come upon your friends hud¬
dled over your passed out father
with Sharpies in hand? As a son or
daughter are you required to de¬
fend your fallen parent? Or do you
say something like, “Well, he does
have his shoes on... OK just keep it
in easy-to-wash spots, guys.” Now,
none of this is meant to say that
my parents would have definitely
come out to party had they come
up, but I just love the fact that par¬
tying with them here was never
even a possibility. That’s what wed¬
dings are for.
I suppose there is plenty of
value in Parents and Family Week¬
end, especially for first-years who
have run out of laundry and are
starting to feel a little homesick.
The visit should have some strict
guidelines, though. Stick to the big
events, don’t dare put on a nametag, take us out to a nice restau¬
rant and then go back to wherever
it is you’re sleeping for the night. If
we can agree on these guidelines
and make a solemn pledge to not
humiliate each other, maybe you’ll
see Bill and Joanne up here next
year. Just don’t expect to be intro¬
duced.

geons. It was the fact that a nurse named
Heather started to cry when her shift end¬
ed because she had to say goodbye to my
family for the weekend. Such a display of
emotion reassured me that, other than a
few years of medical school, nothing sepa¬
rated the patients at the hospital from the
medical staff. We were all human and we
all wanted other humans to get better.
What our society needs and what I
challenge the pre-med students at Bates
to become are doctors who can do more
than perform textbook procedures. We
need physicians who will ask their patients
questions about what they are eating, what
they do for exercise and what hurts. In¬
stead of whipping out the scalpel, why not
take a cue from Eastern medicine and just
ask?
More than anything, our society needs
doctors who are empathetic and genuine.
I think that the vast majority of the premed students at Bates have this empathy
in them; it’s just a matter of keeping the
altruistic flame lit through four years of
three-hour labs. It’s a matter of remember¬
ing that, once you knock down your house
of textbooks in Pettengill, there’s a whole
world of real people out there.

Campus Cutters
Great Student
Discounts Including:
$13 Men’s Clipper Cut
$5 off Foils, Color, Perms
10% off all products

Located at 48 Central Avenue
(one block from the Gray Cage)
(207) 786-3363

October 27. 28 6 29 at Sunday River

Partying with Mama and Papa Bobcat
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2
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FESTIVAL EVENTS
Friday. October 27
9fu

©ftKinHEfl.

Motor Booty

$5

21+

Saturday. October 28
10am “Hike the River for a Cure”
Raises mottey for Maine Cancer Foundation.
Register online at: ww.maineeancer.org

Stay at the Grand
Summit Hotel at
Sunday River!

11am Family fun activities ail day
6pm Warren Miller’s NEW movie ”0ff the Grid’
Yennonted by Don Egan

9pm Draw the Line

$5

21+

Special Rate: 2 nights for $79!

Sunday, October 29

r person bused on double occupancy,
and service charge included.

Free tubing AND early season ski
ticket to every g'ucst!
Call 1-800-207-2365 to make
your reservation now.

Noon Football party with 0urTickets.net
Costume Party

- Great Bands

Fabulous Prizes 6 Giveaways

-

Bring this ad to the Shipyard Brew Haus White Cap lodge for a
special discount when you join our mug club. Must be 21.

bjoior EWty Affair
Friday. October 27

Saturday. October 28,
10:00 AM
Eracnod by Steve Minich
WMTWS n«w» Raportw
All proceeds benefit:
The Maine Cancer Foundation's
Women’s Cancer Fund

Saturday, October 28
Presented by Dart Egatt

Saturday, October 28

OFTwfipTn

9pm

t-.O Rax 8fl3 Porllar.1. MB <M 112

Capaa/topa ou»nckets

Maine Cancer Foundation
Aerasmilh Tribute Btnd

Beer Specials

lunbiey srwcwV HxAm Vyr.

Nortlttasf
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Club Budgets for the Fall
Name of Club

Requested Fall 2006

Amandla!
Amnesty International
Argentine Tango Society
Ballroom Society
Bates Building Houses
Bates Christian Fellowship
Bates College Television
Catholic Student Community
Competitive Ski Club
Cricket_
Crosstones
Cycling Club
DAAC
Deansmen
Democrats
Dharma
Discordians
Economics Society
Environmental Coalition
Feminist Action Coalition
Francophone Club
Freewill Folk Society
Friends of Fair Labor
Golf Club
Hillel
Indigenous Student Network
International Club
Italian Club
Latinos Unidos
Manic Optimists
Men’s Club Lacrosse
Merimanders
Mock Trial Club
Mushahada Association
New World Coalition
Northfield
OUTFront
Outing Club
PEP (People Eating Plants®
Photography Club
Psychology Club
Republicans
Robinson Players
Sangai Asia
SEED
Shooting Association
Story Telling Club
Strange Bedfellows
Table Tennis
Ultimate Frisbee Club_
Unitarian Universalists Club
Volleyball
Waterskiing Club
Whithin Reach
WRBC
Zenstruck Juggling

$7,050.00
$800.00
$1,250.00
$0.00

$155.00
$2,685.00
$0.00

$110.00

-$110.00

$11,629.00
$1,700.00
$1,228.52
$3,270.00
$1,850.00
$1,947.00
$10,880.00
$750.00
$1,653.89
$2,525.00
$14,090.00
$1,272.00
$2,050.00
$4,270.00
$1,700.00
$4,530.00
$16,206.00
$4,075.00
$6,050.00
$1,025.00
$2,930.00
$3,805.00
$8,400.00
$1,535.00
$3,28500

$4,000.00
_$1,150.00
$645.00
$2,225.00
$350.00
$800.00
$3,400.00

$12,100.00

$3,700.00

$4,05300
$250.00
$8,454.63
$5,140.00
$400.00
$3,220.35
$2,156.00

$2,000.00

$200.00

$500.00
-$250.00
$1,78500
_$475.00
$1,000.00

$0.00
$6,636.00

$2,155.00
$3,050.00
$435.00
$410.00
_$1,865.00
$4,630.00
$610.00
$600.00

$50.00
$5,070.00
$0.00
$0.00
$1,620.00

$000
$1,750.00
$2,847.00
$1,450.00
$3,763.68
$940.00
$0.00
$1,505.00

$1,610.00

$100.00

_$2,771.01
$100.00

$850.00
$4,000.00
$250.00
$3,050.00
$390.00

Green Independent
Candidate Makes Her Case
Marche’s campaign is to establish grad¬
uate schools in Maine to train doctors,
dentists and pharmacists. LaMarche
pointed out that none of these schools
exist in Maine today. One LaMarche
campaign flyer claims that “since many
medical professionals settle within 30
miles of where they are educated, the
lack of schools in Maine is a major fac¬
tor in the shortage of medical providers
in our state.”

KIRSTEN TERRY
MANAGING NEWS EDITOR

$600.00

$2,847.00
$4,150.00
$5,810.63

C0NTINUED FROM PAGE 1

AMELIA LARSEN/ THE BAYES STUDENT
Professor Baltasar Fra-Molinero explains the meaning and implication of a Latin phrase on the American dollar bill.

$1,000.00

$6,000.00

$350.00
$3,171.31
$705.00
$2,771.01
$405.00
$1,050.00
$6,520.00
$275.00
$20,150.00
$640.00

Three of Four Members of Columbus Day
Panel Advocate Discontinuing Holiday

Allocated Fall 2006

$22,450.00
$1,305.00
$1,834.00
$3,708.80
$155.00
$4,172.00
$340.00
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Speaking on the national holiday he
advocates abolishing, Dr. Scott Lyons
encouraged audience members to con¬
sider the values and identity associated
with the legacy of Christopher Colum¬
bus during his speech last night.
Lyons, a member of the Ojibwa
Leech Lake Reservation in northern
Minnesota, joined three Bates profes¬
sors in debating the need to commemo¬
rate the explorer.
The “Columbus Revisted” panel was
the first event hosted by the Indigenous
Student Network this year. The club
advocates for more curriculum and re¬
cruitment involving Native Americans,
explained group leader Loreal Scott
‘08.
Lyons used statistics, the writings of
Columbus and often humor while mak¬
ing his point that Americans should not
celebrate a symbol like Columbus.
“We need to make a stronger case
against Columbus Day,” Lyons said. “To
do that we can look at the legacies.”
He examined several recent cen¬
sus numbers to compare the average
incomes and number of people of dif¬
ferent races living below the poverty
line. The difference between white
Americans and Native Americans was
striking, and especially for Navajo tribe
members.
“Since the civil rights era... there’s
been a definite upswing in Indian

Country,” said Lyon, citing new edu¬
cational institutions, court systems and
most important, extended sovereignty.
He moved to speaking about Co¬
lumbus’ place in public memory, men¬
tioning that the explorer did not come
up often in U.S. history until the 1890s,
the time of the Columbian Exposition.
“He became a symbol,” he said. “We’re
not just talking about the man or [the]
actual history.”
Columbus’ identity and values, such
as “discovery - of land already occu¬
pied- white supremacy, slavery, land
theft and so on,” do not match Ameri¬
can ideals said Lyons.
John McClendon, Associate Profes¬
sor of African American Studies, stressed
that “when we talk about the concept of
commemoration, we can’t do that with¬
out explanation.” Not doing this would
lead to mindless activity, particularly on
Columbus Day.
“Columbus is a symbol of greater
substance,” McClendon said. “It is the
material that gave rise to imperialism,
colonialism and capitalism.”
He continued to say that the cele¬
bration of Columbus Day is the celebra¬
tion of these subjects. McClendon also
spoke of the Columbus legacy as part
of the foundation for American actions
in Iraq.
Associate Spanish Professor Baltasar
Fra-Molinero also looked at Columbus
in relation to events in the Middle East.
He focused on the explorer’s Christian
practices.

“He saw himself as a Messianic fig¬
ure in his writings,” said Fra-Molinero
of Columbus. At the time, Columbus
felt that his exploration could use re¬
sources from the Americas to recapture
Jerusalem from Muslims.
“Columbus saw Spain as the inheri¬
tor of Rome,” Fra-Molinero said. “Now
the United States considers itself the
new Rome and will conquer Jerusalem
at all costs.”
Assistant Professor of History Joe
Hall offered a different perspective from
the other speakers. “I like Christopher
Columbus. I actually think this holiday
has something to offer,” he said.
Hall discussed Columbus’s achieve¬
ments, including his navigational and
improvisational skills. “He was a great
scientist, but he was a horrible con¬
queror,” he said. “He was a very con¬
fused man.”
Hall explained that Columbus swift¬
ly switched his goals from discovering
gold to spreading Christianity when he
found the former could not be accom¬
plished. “He was happy to reinvent his
ambitions when needed.”
“Columbus Day gives me the oppor¬
tunity to think about where we come
from and what we do,” said Hall, about
why he appreciates the holiday. He said
that the day highlights the need for dia¬
logue between Native Americans and
the rest of the country’s population.
“We lose that if we abandon Columbus Day,” he said,

Dining Director Threatens Discontinuation of Mugs
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

This year’s gubernatorial race should
be particularly interesting seeing since
Baldacci was once the most unpopu¬
lar incumbent governor in the history
of the United States. He currently has
46 percent according to a NEWSCENTER/Survey USA poll. His Republican
challenger, Chandler Woodcock, is rela¬
tively unknown. If half the people who
agree with LaMarche’s plan to vote for
her come November, she could become
one of the few Green Party members
holding national office.

to anticipate for 1,000 mugs being in
the dish room at any given time.” With
this in mind, the ratio of mugs to stu¬
dents is only slightly higher than the
ratio of plates to students. This program
is expected to save the school $5,000
to $8,000 annually, but the majority of
these savings are going toward paying
for elevated fuel prices at the delivery
loading dock. The program also should
reduce Commons’ paper waste by 3,200
pounds a year.
The average return time has far
exceeded what Schwartz ex¬
pected. “I was in the dorms,
and there were people who
had cardboard boxes full of
mugs. They just weren’t tak¬
ing that final step of taking

them to a drop-off point.”
What’s more, there are currently 800
mugs being kept in the basement of the
library because of a molding problem
in the storage area, contributing to the
shortage. The situation grew especially
acute last week, leading to Monday’s
frustrated e-mail.
“The response was overwhelming,”
said Schwartz of her charged announce
email. The Environmental Coalition and
the Outing Club put up posters prod¬
ding at Batesies’ consciences, and a
small trickle of mugs flowed into the
return bins outside of the library and
Pettengill. The issue has become one
of individual responsibility and social
awareness.
Though optimistic, Schwartz re¬

mains guarded about the future of the
program. “I don’t want to say that we’re
turning the corner, because I really
don’t know," she said. She also reiterat¬
ed her willingness to pull the program
entirely if there continues to be issues
with returning the mugs. Not returning
the mugs could lead to ballooning dish,
silverware and cup replacement costs,
which already are $40,000 to $50,000 a
year.
Part of this cost is created by stu¬
dents taking dishes and food away from
Commons for their own personal use, a
trend that Schwartz is hoping to curb.
She points to the construction of the
new Commons to impede loss. “Things
are going to be very different in the
lew building.”

First-Years and Sophomores Meet to Discuss
Difficult Issues of Bias and Discrimination
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
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in a room than we think,” said Wessler. When students
asked why some answers became much broader by the
end of the dinner, Wessler said that to those kinds of
questions, “there is no right answer. It’s all personal, and
for some people it changes day-to-day.”
After introductions, the group put together a set of
“ground rules” to make everyone involved more com¬
fortable with being open in discussion. These included
respect, open-mindedness and confidentiality. The issues
raised at these discussions, though perhaps important to
share with other members of the community in similar
conversations, are personal. It was therefore established
that while it is acceptable to talk about what is said, it is
not so to identify statements and stories with individu¬
als.
Other guidelines mentioned were that emotions
were acceptable, but personal attacks were not. Students
were asked to be confident in their own opinions and
perspectives, both about experience and what they think
about the issues addressed. “What we get out of this is
going to be in direct relation to how honest we become,”
Wessler said. Also, it was made clear that there is no ex¬
pectation for any one person to speak, and that it is not
up to anyone to share their relevant experiences if they
do no t want to.
Even through the establishment of guidelines, dis¬
cussion opened up: that of the power, both positive and
negative, intended and unintended, of words, and of the
reclaiming or abandonment of words that have been
given offensive meanings in our culture.
To illustrate the difference between the intent and
impact of words, Wessler asked participants to read
statements from Bates students on issues of bias in many
forms. The group was appalled at some of the things

said, and they discussed the origin of the societal mes¬
sages that make such words and actions seem accept¬
able to some people.
Before the students left, Wessler asked them to write
out two cards of their own: one, anonymous, was on
“what really irritates you about these issues and how
they play out.” The second was on what they hope to
gain from the discussions. The first statements will serve
as a base for work in smaller groups next week, and the
second, saved with the students’ names, will be used as a
point for reflection at the end of the five sessions.
Different hopes, read by each student from their
cards, included dedication to eliminating negativity, ad¬
dressing the administration’s policies on discrimination,
gaining understanding for the sake of personal consider¬
ation and gaining knowledge about people of different
backgrounds.
Other students were interested in honesty, an un¬
derstanding of their own personal biases and how to
overcome them and an improvement of the campus cli¬
mate - the same goal toward which the administration
officially began working last spring.
In future meetings, Wessler said the group will spend
more time on stereotypes and what can be done about
them. “It’s about putting things in perspective,” he said
“and caring about these issues not because of political
correctness, but because of their impact on people.” He
commended the students on their first meeting and said,
“people showed a whole lot of trust in themselves and
in others.”
“The work I do is all focused on making change,”
Wessler said. “Sometimes it’s internal, sometimes exter¬
nal, but you’ve been very open. I think this group could
go wherever you want it to.”

T
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The Masked Graffiti Artist Revealed

_5

Remember Scorsese's
"The Departed"Come
Oscar Season
DAN COHEN
FILM COLUMNIST

CONOR HURLEY/ THE BATES STUDENT
Williams stays hidden beside his colorful political art outside Ladd Library. The piece bears the message, "fight the law," symbolic of Williams' push for artistic freedom.
CONOR HURLEY
MANAGING ARTS EDITOR

Art typically does not conform to
rules, and Jordan Williams ’07 is prov¬
ing that the artistic spirit cannot be
squelched by regulations limiting art to
committee approval. Though he doesn’t
consider himself a person who stands
out On campus, Williams has been plac¬
ing "piece of graffiti" artwork around the
campus, which certainly do stand out.
Williams, who operated undercover
for the past month, was reluctant, to re¬
veal himself because he, admittedly, has
been putting his work around campus
in violation of standard college proto¬
col (though he cannot understand what
harm his work could possibly be do¬
ing).
“These are silly bureaucratic rules,"
said Williams. "I think this is adding
to campus; it's certainly not detracting
from campus... I’d be interested to hear
someone’s rational for that argument.
Hopefully it would go beyond that it’s

against procedure... I think the majority
of the campus is enjoying it and I see no
reason to take it down.”
Until now, Williams was able to
keep his identity a mystery, and prob¬
ably would have preferred it to have
remained such for a longer period of
time.
“The passing comments I’ve heard,
seem largely anonymous," he said. "Peo¬
ple talk about it openly, not knowing I
am listening... [The works] are signed
‘SIG,’ which is short for signature, in
place of me actually signing my name.”
“Only my closest friends were the
people I told,” he said. “It’s weird. At
one level I want people to be talking
about them, I want people to see them
and in another sense I don’t want peo¬
ple to see them because I’m thinking
that the more they lay low on the radar,
the longer they will stay up.”
Williams, an African-American Stud¬
ies and Women and Gender Studies
double major, traveled to France dur¬

"Speechless" Dance Performance
Says a Thousand Words
PETER GRUNER
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

■
■

■

Artistic Director Carol Dilley de¬
scribed this semester’s dance produc¬
tion, entitled “Speechless,” as a collab¬
orative effort among many different
peoples and techniques. The goal of the
performance was, according to Dilley,
to produce an inclusive experience for
the audience.
Among the collaboration, two pro¬
fessional dance artists were brought in
from New York City to work with stu¬
dents. Jodi Melnick, a graduate of SUNY
Purchase, has worked with NYC free¬
lance choreographers for the past 13
years. In 2002, along with a colleague,
Melnick commenced working as an as¬
sistant director on a production entitled
“Winterriese” in association with the
Shubert Performing Arts Center. Since
the production’s birth, Melnick has con¬
tinued to re-stage the work. Melnick’s
teaching technique strives to produce
movements suitable for all body types
and disciplines.
The second professional artist, Jenni¬
fer Archibald, is a graduate of the Alvin
Ailfey School. Her works have received
national recognition and Archibald pres¬
ently works at Steps on Broadway and
the Dance Space Center. Among these,
Archibald is a faculty member for the
Bates and Florida dance festivals. She
has also received training in acting fo¬
cusing on the “Meisner technique.”
The performance was broken up
into five pieces, each piece ranging in
length from about three to 14 minu¬
ets. The Bates Ballroom Society kicked
things off with a colorful, upbeat dance
"Samba" followed by "The Love Trio,"
another short, colorful piece accompa¬
nied by the voices of Motown greats The
Supremes. Both pieces were blessed
by simple, yet nonetheless spectacular
lighting, due in part to Designer and
Technical Director Michael Reidy. Mel¬
nick’s piece, "Russet Shock," was eas¬
ily the longest of the five. William Mattfrews (Alice Swanson, Esty Professor of

Music) joined in by providing an origi¬
nal score to compliment the music of
Jefferson Airplane. Meredith Sallee ’07
exhibited her talent during a solo dance
in the middle of the piece. However,
her exhibition didn’t stop there. Along
with recent Bates grad Fisher Qua ’06,
the two performed an exciting duet in
Sarah McCormick’s "Echoes of Truth."
The culmination of the performance
was achieved through Archibald’s ‘In
the Dark’, a piece protesting the current
state and neglection of the homeless,
particularly homeless women. Although
it was among the least inclusive piece
for the audience, its emotional power
was displayed through excellent execu¬
tion and a wonderful soundtrack.
The end result of the five distin¬
guishable pieces was a performance
that investigated several areas on the
dance spectrum which, in turn, excited
the viewer’s imagination and senses.
The inclusive goal stated by Dilley at
the beginning of the production was
met with great triumph. The audience
was subject to a visual, emotional and
imaginative feast. The only criticism
that can be noted of the performance
was Archibald’s presentation of a theme
within her piece. By doing so, she
somewhat strayed from Dilley’s mission
statement of inclusive audience partici¬
pation. Since she submitted a context
for her work the interpretive possibili¬
ties for the audience was thusly less¬
ened. However, the artistic integrity of
her work was impeccable and power¬
ful.
The production of “Speechless”
is an example of the great talent that
Bates harbors. Theater and dance are
often overlooked by many students as a
recreational option. I strongly urge any
student to attend the productions that
Bates and students present. The experi¬
ence of a theatrical performance pres¬
ents live actions and characters, some¬
thing no other art form can capture. In
short, “Speechless” was a success. Hats
off to all who were involved in the pro¬
duction.
L

ing the summer to do research for his
thesis on the French graffiti culture,
masculinity and sexual identity. Spend¬
ing time with the French graffeurs, Wil¬
liams found an inspiration and interest
in art. “I began seeing space differently
- both public space and private space,”
he said.
Though his interest was sparked by
his research, Williams’ work is not con¬
nected to his thesis.
“Everybody seems to think it’s for a
class or thesis work.”
Williams claims that his artistic in¬
terests, which are at new heights, didn’t
develop until late last year and were
nurtured during his time in France.
Upon returning to campus, Williams
saw an opportunity as the campus con¬
struction began. He noticed the con¬
tractors working on the new Rand Vil¬
lage and Coram Library had dumpsters
filled with used plywood, the medium
he uses to make his works temporary.
After asking the contractors if he could

have their discarded wood, he started
hauling the pieces across campus.
The only two mediums he uses are
spray paint and the plywood he scav¬
enges from the building sites. These
two supplies are also the nly two con¬
straints to his project. He said he’d con¬
tinue painting, as long as he can “find
wood and afford paint.”
In total, Williams estimates he has
made eight large plywood pieces and
two smaller cardboard placards, which
were subsequently taken. Most of the
works can be found near Chase Hall or
the library. One shows a blue charac¬
ter holding a bag marked with a dollar
sign; on the sides of the figure in large
red letters ‘fight the law’ is written - an
apparent reference to the restrictions
Bates has placed on public art.
If he is instructed to remove his
works, Williams said he would com¬
ply and would likely sell the pieces
for a nominal amount or give them to
friends.

“The Departed” is one of those films
where you say to yourself, “This is why
I love movies.” It doesn’t happen often,
but I was still thinking about the movie
the day after I saw it. “The Departed”
has everything you could possibly want
in a movie - originality, suspense, com¬
edy and it keeps you guessing right to
the end. Did I mention it’s also directed
by Martin Scorsese?
The best thing this movie has going
for it is the cast. Everybody from Jack
Nicholson to Anthony Anderson brings
their 'A' game. The movie is a simple
crime drama, with one catch: Nobody
cares about the actual crimes being
committed. It’s completely character diven - this is what a movie should be.
“The Departed” is about the Massa¬
chusetts State Police and its war against
the Boston mob that is headed by Frank
Costello (Jack Nicholson). Costello
keeps an eye on the police by enlist¬
ing one of his men, Colin Sullivan (Matt
Damon), as a rat in the department. On
the other side is Billy Costigan (Leon¬
ardo DiCaprio), a recently made cop.
His family has a history of crime, which
enables the police to use him as an un¬
dercover cop who infiltrates Costello’s
gang. The movie turns into a paranoid
chase between Billy and Colin, each
trying to figure out who the other is.
The cast speaks for itself: Leonardo
DiCaprio, Matt Damon, Jack Nicholson,
Mark Wahlberg, Martin Sheen and Alec
Baldwin are all nearly flawless. Nichol¬
son is typical Nicholson. His facial ex¬
pressions are so scary and comical that
you never know what he is thinking.
DiCaprio gives the best performance
in the film. He plays another brilliant,
yet somewhat insane character as he
did in “The Aviator” and “Catch me if
you Can.” The surprise performance of
the day, though, was Whalberg, who
plays ill-tempered police Sgt. Dignam.
Not only were his comments funny, but
they were serious and honest, making
you care about his fate just as much as
the major characters.
Scorsese is intense and smart, but
doesn’t need to be artsy and weird for
his scenes to be interesting. He trusts
the material and the actors. It’s too ear¬
ly to declare Oscars for “The Departed,”
but it will be hard to ignore it come
March. When someone asked me after
the film who my favorite character was,
I couldn’t answer; I liked them all. Now
that’s a good movie.

A Cappella Concert Had Parents Singing

CONOR HURLEY/ THE BATES STUDENT
David Brustlin '09, Chris Hemberger '09, Kevin Cox '07 and other members of the male a cappella group "The Deansmen"
croon for parents at the Lewiston Middle School.
CONOR HURLEY
MANAGING ARTS EDITOR

Bates’ four a cappella groups
opened up the year by welcoming par¬
ents to campus with a group perfor¬
mance at the Lewiston Middle School
Friday night. The concert brought to¬
gether the Merimanders, Deansmeh,
Manic Optimists and Crpsstones in an
annual composite show.
The Crosstones opened the night,
performing their first song in complete
darkness. Brooks Puchner ’09, who
joined the Crosstones earlier this year,
sang the group's second solo, "Bet¬
ter Man" by Pearl Jam. After the co-ed
Crosstones came the all-male Deans¬
men, who started off with Chris Hem¬
berger ’09 singing “Insomniac.” He
earned cat-calls and howls of approval
from the audience when, mid-song, he
pulled off his tuxedo jacket pounding

his chest and revealing his checkered
suspenders.
The all-female Merimanders sang
the third with a performance that had
people commenting on the group’s
significant improvement over the past
year. Alex Saltop '07 sang "Everybody
Hurts" by REM. Her facial expressions
conveyed the deep, complex emotions
of the song.
Closing the night out were the
Manic Optimists who performed Green
Day’s “Wake Me When September
Ends,” “Such Great Heights” and “What
is Love” popularized by the SNL skit.
David Brustlin ’09 delivered the best
performance of the night, singing “Pin¬
ball Wizard” and “September” by Earth,
Wind and Fire for the Deansmen. His
voice filled the large auditorium packed
fyith parents, siblings and students. The
Deansmen also introduced their three;>

newest members - two of whom were
introduced wearing rustic sundresses
and the third sported a gorilla suit and
bonnet.
Parents and Family Weekend
brought an atmosphere conducive to
this humorous, light-hearted and par¬
ent-friendly event. The song selection
was, representative of the two age brack¬
ets that comprised the majority of the
audience. As has been the tradition for
many of the groups, Parents and Family
Weekend is an opportunity to introduce
their new members to the community
and to kick start their years in front of a
friendly crowd.
The Deansmen and Merimanders
will soon commence their 2006 tour,
as will the Manic Optimists, whose fall
tour will start on Oct. 18. The tour will
take the Optimists to Brown University
and Wellesley College.
,
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Football Loses to Williams
Other Bates
After
Strong
First
Half
Contest Results
Men's Golf:
Tied for 6th place at USM Scramble,
earned 2nd place at CBB Tourna¬
ment.
Men's Tennis: 8-1 win over Wes¬
leyan.
Women's Tennis: 2-7 loss to Wes¬
leyan.
Volleyball: 30-25, 17-30, 30-22,
30-21 over Wheaton. 30-19, 26-30,
25-30, 30-21, 15-11 over Dallas. 2330, 19-30, 19-30 to Amherst.

RUSTY MILHOLLAND/THE BATES STUDENT
Quarterback Brandon Colon '08 sets to throw against Williams.

TOMMY IMBODEN
STAFF WRITER

Behind a surprisingly spunky offense
and the typically dominant defense, the
Bobcats led the powerful Williams Ephs
7-3 at the half with all the momentum
necessary to spring a shocking upset.
The defense, led by Ron DiGravio
'08, Adam Kayce '07 and the Sack Pack
kept the Ephs out of the end zone and
had the Garcelon crowd out of its cus¬
tomary comatose. But after halftime, all
the optimism of the first half was quickly
diffused by reality. Similar to last week’s
game at Tufts, the offense could not sus¬
tain drives and the defense gave up 24
points in a game-deciding eight-minute
stretch of the third quarter. The final
score of 27-7 belied the Bobcats’ effort,
but could not get the team in the win
column for the first time this season.
The game truly was a Jekyll and
Hyde—a “Tale of Two Halves.” The first
quarter was a battle of the defenses with
neither team scoring a point. The Bob¬
cats stuffed the Eph running game find
kept the passing game in check, ailed

by uncharacteristic drops by the Williams
wide receivers. But Williams’ defense was
equally impressive, preventing the Bates
offense from moving the ball. After Wil¬
liams took a 3-0 lead, the Bobcat offense
woke up and put together a great drive,
highlighted by a 51-yard connection be¬
tween Colon and Matt Gregg 10 that
put the ball on the one-yard line. Jamie
Walker ’07 ran it in and momentum was
completely on the Bobcat sideline. Bates
would threaten again but fail to convert
on fourth and one on a questionable
play call. It would be the last time Bates
would threaten to score.
In the second half, the sleeping gi¬
ants awoke and showed the Garcelon
crowd—littered with families visiting for
Bates’ Parents Weekend—exactly what
the best team in the NESCAC could do.
Aided by a myriad three-and-outs by
Bates, the Williams offense displayed its
high-powered attack, scoring on plays of
38, 29 and 46 yards. A field goal started
off the scoring flurry, which transformed
a 7-3 Williams deficit into a 27-7 lead.
Quarterback Pat Lucey '07 threw for

219 yards and Jon Drenckhahn ’07 had
106 receiving. Looking inside the num¬
bers, you can see the disparity between
halves: Bates only had 19 yards after half¬
time, turned it over once, and gave up 24
more points.
“We just didn’t come out with the
same energy in the second half, and you
can’t win that way,” said wide receiver
Dylan MacNamara ’07, who had six
catches for 57 yards. “Next week, against
Wesleyan, we’ll have to play like we did
in the first half in order to win, I am con¬
fident that we have the ability to do so.”
MacNamara’s confidence—which is
likely fueled by his glowing biopic in the
game’s program—is not completely un¬
founded. The duo of MacNamara-Gregg
(who totaled 128 yards) is emerging as
one of the league’s best, and the de¬
fense is still playing as good as any in
the league. To beat Wesleyan, the run¬
ning game will need to step up and the
offense needs to sustain drives to keep
the defense fresh. Hopefully, the coaches
will open up the playbook and aggres¬
sively attack the Wesleyan defense.

Women's Ruggers Shutout Rival Colby
AMELIA LARSEN/THE BATES STUDENT
Molly Radis '10 drives towards the Endicott net. Women's Soccer may
be the strongest team on campus. Watch them play Wesleyan at home
Oct. 14.

Upcoming
Contests
Oct. 11:

-Field Hockey at Bowdoin 5 p.m.
-Women's Soccer at Southern Maine 4
p.m.
-Volleyball vs. Bowdoin 7 p.m.
Oct. 12:

-Women's Tennis vs. Babson 4 p.m.
Oct. 13:

-Men's Tennis Wallach Invitational 3 p.m.
-Volleyball at Tufts 8 p.m.
Oct. 14:

-Men's XC at State of Maine Championship
at Bowdoin 11 a.m.
-Women's XC at State of Maine Champion¬
ship at Bowdoin 11 a.m.
-Field Hockey vs. Wesleyan 11 a.m.
-Football vs. Wesleyan 1 p.m.
-Men's Soccer vs. Wesleyan 2 p.m.
-Women's Soccer vs. Wesleyan 11 a.m.
Oct. 15:

-Field Hockey vs. Rhodes 12 p.m.
7:

.

.
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KRISTIN SAHAGIAN
SPORTS LAYOUT EDITOR

To the women of Bates rugby,
the sport is less of a game and more
of a way of life. This year especially,
the girls are recognizing just exactly
what it means to work together. As
such, they have successfully formed
a single cohesive unit that drags its
competition up and down the pitch,
all the while remembering this isn’t
just an individual’s game—they play
as a team.
“We’re a really solid team and
very supportive of one another.
We’re pretty much a family” said
Katherine Brustowicz ’09.
It’s no wonder then that the team

has won two of its first three games
this season. The first game of the
season was against long-time rival
Colby, and the girls relished leaving
Colby far behind on the muddy field
as they finished the game 20-0.
On Oct. 1, the team faced-off
against U-Maine Orono, in what
turned out to be a heated match.
With the sportsmanship clearly
lacking on the opposing side, the
Bobcats did their best to stay in the
mix and pulled out a 12-0 victory
on the pitch. Captain Afton Pavletic
’08 led the way, kicking conversions
and being backed up by a strong of¬
fensive force of Hero Fries ’07 and
Jacqueline Smith ’07 and Di Akiyama ’08. Smith and Brustowicz each

scored a try to help out their team.
The Bobcats struggled in their
most recent game against Bowdoin
on Oct. 7, falling hard to the Polar
Bears in what the team collectively
acknowledged as an off-day. Start¬
ing without some of their strongest
players, the day only got worse as
Smith was injured early in the game
and had to be removed.
“There were a few key play¬
ers who undoubtedly played their
hearts out but we weren’t consis¬
tently making our tackles” said
Brustowicz.
The team remains optimistic,
with pending games against UNH
and UMaine Farmington.

Men's Soccer Dominates USM,
Shutout by Williams
BRENDAN BRODEUR
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Men’s soccer picked up a win and
a loss this week, bringing their record
to 5-4 on the season and 2-4 in the
NESCAC.
The Bobcats faced University of
Southern Maine for a 4-0 shutout at
the Russell Street Field Tuesday.
The first half saw great plays by
Duane Pelz's ’08 first goal in the 14th
minute assisted by Brent Morin ’08,
followed by Morin’s close range de¬
flection for the second goal eight
minutes later.
In the second half, the Bobcats
dominated on the defensive end,
yielding zero shots on goal. The team
also demonstrated the explosive¬
ness of its offense, scoring two more
goals.
In the 85th minute Ben Lajoie ’10
scored his first goal as a Bobcat off an
assist from Pelz. Immediately follow¬
ing, Andrew Wyman '09 scored his
first garnet goal, the fourth and final
score of the game.
“We just played as a team really
well, all our long balls were won, and
we just found each other well,” said
Lajoie.
Bates played well on Tuesday,
taking 31 shots on goal and stifling
the USM offensive.
However, Parents Weekend was a
different situation as an undefeated

Williams squad shutout Bates 3-0 be¬
fore a crowd of about 300.
The Ephs scored the first goal un¬
assisted in the 27th minute but Bates
had plenty of time to score the equal¬
izer until the Ephs scored another
unassisted goal in the 73rd minute of
the game.
Almost ten minutes later the game
was sealed by a 3rd assisted goal for
breathing room in the 82nd minute.
“In the first 20 minutes of the sec¬

ond half we had a very good chance
to score but couldn’t finish them,”
said Patrick King ’10 who had two
shots on goal against Williams.
Bates’ own Aaron Schleicher saved
seven shots on goal of Williams’ 33 at¬
tempts, while the Ephs keeper saved
three of the Bobcats’ ten shots.
Bates will host Wesleyan Univer¬
sity Saturday Oct. 14 followed by the
Alumni Game later that afternoon.
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Field Hockey Field Hockey Blown Out,
Players Take Continues Losing Tradition
on Europe
Against Williams
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8

fore the first game, the girls dined
with the opposing team. The trip gave
the team the opportunity to interact
with a diverse pool of opponents.
The girls stayed in Gouda and
spent much of their free time touring.
The girls explored the cheese market
in the city square and went to a farm
which produced cheese and wooden
shoes.
They also visited Zaanse Schans
to see some restored windmills used
to make pigments for oil paints. The
team then toured the fishing village of
Vollendam and took a canal tour in
Amsterdam.
After the tour the girls visited the
Anne Frank House, the Rijks Mu¬
seum, the Van Gogh Museum and
Rembrandt’s house. The seaside resort
town of Schreviningen was also a stop
on the girls’ trip.
“One of the highlights was the bike
tour that we took through Den Haag.
Twenty of us [were] strung out along
the streets. It was quite the site! We
saw the Peace Palace, Parliament and
Queen Beatrix’s Palace,” said Hohlt.
After the trip, the field hockey
team entered the season strongly.
Though the freshmen on the team
were not included in the Netherlands
tournament, the experience provided
the upperclassmen with an experience
that has enhanced their play this sea¬
son.
The team has a solid foundation,
complimented by some first-year tal¬
ent. Hohlt plans to bring her team
abroad again in three years. Perhaps,
this year’s freshmen will then have
their chance to experience the cultur¬
ally and athletically broadening trip
that the team’s veterans went on this
summer.
The team has a 4-3 record this sea¬
son, and plays Wesleyan Oct. 14.

carnivals that we have never had the
chance to beat in recent years.”
Lauren Jacobs ’07 summarized the
general feeling of the team at the end
of the race.
“It was fun! But it was a reminder
of why I am a Nordic skier [and not
a marathoner].” The race was difficult
on the legs of the athletes who are not
used to footraces of this length.
However, there was a notable ex¬
ception to this success and good spir¬
it: my team.
I should have suspected immedi¬
ately that it wasn’t a good day for me
to run a race. I forgot my bib in my
dorm and had to wear a handwritten
one that we stapled onto my shirt.
My alarm didn’t go off and I woke up
late; my breakfast consisted of some
peanut butter smeared on a piece of
un-toa,sted bread. I also got lost driv¬
ing en route to my relay exchange, not

Women's X-C
Places 23rd,
Moore Continues
Dominance
ANDY PERCY
STAFF WRITER

l-HWEI WARNER/THE BATES STUDENT
Stephanie Nihon-Kufta '07 smacks the ball in a loss to Williams.
JESSIE SAWYER
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Williams field hockey has had the
upper hand over Bates for the past
decade. Since 1997, the Ephs have
outscored the Bobcats 34 to five,
never yielding more than one goal in
any game to Bates.
On Saturday things were no differ¬
ent. Williams’ Rebecca Allen scored
in the first minute of the game on the
way to a 5-1 routing. In the remain¬
ing five minutes of the first half, Eph
Jess Overlander scored off an assist

from teammate Meghan McGowan.
Bobcat Abby Childs ’09 retaliated
with a shot off of a penalty corner in
the remaining 17 seconds, sneaking
in a goal before the half.
In the second half Williams de¬
livered three more goals. Katherine
Kreig scored three minutes into the
half. Soon after, McGowan merited
her second assist of the game, setting
the shot up for teammate Charlotte
VanWagenen.
McGowan claimed a goal for her¬
self, ten minutes into the half. The 5-

Mishaps Abound for Nordic
at Portland Marathon
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
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once, but twice.
I ignored the signs though, and
when our lead leg runner came into
the tag zone, I ran despite the obvious
disapproval of the heavens.
I had glanced at a course map, and
seeing a “2” (for second leg) near a
turn around point on Rt. 88,1 assumed
that my 8.8-mile leg began near a turn
around. What I didn’t realize was that
the “2” on the map was where the
leg ended, and that it meant “2nd ex¬
change zone.”
So when, a mile into my run, I
saw all of the runners ahead of me
wheeling about a cone in the middle
of the road, I wasn’t fazed. Nor was
I perturbed when I ran back past my
confused coach and teammates at the
exchange I had just left. I did become
slightly confused when I passed a sign
that read “Mile 21,” but that didn’t stop
me from running.
What did stop me was when one
of my teammates caught up with me
a mile later and, panting, told me that

I had turned around at the half-mara¬
thon mid-point, and that I had to run
all the way back, to begin my leg anew.
I had effectively added four miles out
and back, at a race speed, to my race
and now had to run 8.8 more.
There are a few morals to take
from this story. The first is that bibs
are color coded for a reason, and if
you forget yours, you had best know
your route, because the course work¬
ers won’t direct you properly. The sec¬
ond is that just because everyone in
front of you is taking one path doesn’t
mean that you should (I know, that
one is really profound). The final les¬
son is that you shouldn’t be me on
Oct. 1 at the Maine Marathon, because
you will have a bad day.
Congratulations to all of the Bates
Nordic Skiers who didn’t take nearly
an hour and a half to run their mara¬
thon legs. We’re looking forward to an
excellent season.

1 score held for the rest of the game,
and Williams walked with another
victory to compliment their undefeat¬
ed streak. Bates is one of two teams
to score on Williams this season.
“Mentally we were not there. We
had the physical skill to beat them,
but we couldn’t put it together," said
Molly Lanigan '07.
Bates now boasts a 4-3 record
and will face NESCAC rival Bowdoin
on the road Oct. 11 at 5 p.m.

The women’s cross country team
finished in 23rd place out of 46 teams
on Saturday at the Open New England
Championships held at Boston’s Franklin
Park. The meet was different than usual
because all teams, regardless of division,
were invited to run. Division 1 power¬
house Boston University won the meet.
Kathryn Moore ’07 was again the first
Bobcat across the line, running 18:57
over the 5-kilometer course - an average
of 6:05 per mile. Moore finished 67th out
of the 314-woman field. Following Moore
was a tight pack of Bates runners. There
seems to be a little inter-team competition
between Aviva Goldstein ’08 and Molly
Balentine ’08 this season as they have
switched back and forth for the num¬
ber two team-position each race. Gold¬
stein finished in 122nd place with a time
of 19:28. Balentine was right behind in
134th place in 19:32, and Esther Kendall
TO finished in 139th place in 19:35. Abby
Samuelson TO rounded out the scoring
for Bates with her l6lst place finish in
19:45.
The team was pleased with Satur¬
day’s performance. “I was impressed
with both the packing of the top seven
and that we got six runners under 20
minutes,” Moore said.
Important to keep in mind about
this race is the number of runners that
competed. While Goldstein and Balen¬
tine were separated by 12 positions, they
were only four seconds apart.
This weekend Bates will travel down
the road to Bowdoin for the much smaller
but more important State of Maine Cham¬
pionships.

Men's X-C Travel To
Boston, Place Fourth
in Division III
SAM EVANS-BROWN
STAFF WRITER

The Bates Men’s Cross-Country team
had an outstanding performance at the
New England Open Championships at
Franklin Park in Boston last Saturday.
The event featured 45 New England
Colleges, fielding 307 of their best runners
in what is sure to be one of the largest
meets of the season. The Bates men took
advantage of their one week break from
racing to focus on improvement, and the
effort paid off. The team placed 18th over¬
all, sixth for a Division III College and only
50 points shy of the second ranked Div
III college, Amherst. The Bobcats beat out
Brandeis and Tufts, both schools that beat
Bates handedly two weeks ago.
Coach Al Fereshetian noted, “In a meet
like this 50 points is one guy running 20
seconds faster.”
Bates’ scoring runners were Steve
Monsulick ’07 (17th, 25:13), Matt Dunlap

’08 (81st, 25:45), Conor Welch TO (105th,
26:04), Harrison Little ’07 (123rd, 26:11) and
Dylan McGufftn TO (153rd, 26:35). Fifteen
of the 19 runners that Bates fielded posted
their lifetime best personal records. Fe¬
reshetian cited the lay of the course as one
explanation for their outstanding achieve¬
ment, but also the tremendous strides that
the team has made must have had an ef¬
fect because the course alone could not ex¬
plain the magnitude of their improvements in time. On average, Bates runners posted’
times that were 40 seconds faster than their
previous records.
Fereshetian waxed optimistic about the
team’s prospects in the near future.
“We started at the beginning of the sea¬
son with a distant goal of being top five
in Division III. Today we got a feeling of
what it will take to do that.” He cited next
weekend’s race at Bowdoin as an excel¬
lent test.
“If we can go man to man with them,
we can do it with anybody.”

Bobcat of the
Week
Kim Alexander '07
A graduate of Greely
High and a native Main¬
er, Alexander has played
the role of cataylst for
the Bates offense for
the past four years. Last
weekend,
Alexander
carried the Bobcats over
an undefeated Williams
squad with two goals.
AL FERESHETIAN/THE BATES STUDENT
Captain Steve Monsulick ’07 demolishes the competition at the New England
Open Championships, placing fourth in*i)ivision III.
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Women's Soccer Downs Unbeaten Williams,
Alexander Milks Purple Cows for Two Goals
JESSIE SAWYER
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

diat a win was in its grasp. The second
half manifested significandy different dy¬
namics. The Bates squad played more
aggressively, successfully maintaining pos¬
session of the ball.
Bates scored again 20 minutes into the
second half when Molly Radis TO placed a
comer kick into die Williams box. The ball
met Mary Bucci ’07’s head. Bucci nodded
the ball down for Alexander, setting her
up for the game-winning shot.
Though Bates controlled much of the
second half, Williams still vied for a tying
goal. Twelve minutes into die second half
Walmsley TO threatened to score again.
She maneuvered through die Bates de¬
fense and stuck die ball toward die net.
However, Mia Lidofsky ’09 deflected the
shot. Walmsley recovered the ball and
launched it toward the net again, only to
watch her shot hit the crossbar. Before
Williams could score, die Bates defenders
cleared the ball. Lidofsky recorded eight
saves on the day.
Murphy instructed die team to play
hard defensively and told die backs to
clear the ball if diere were any doubts. Al¬
exander encouraged her team to go for
die victory.
“We’re playing to win,” she shouted to
her teammates.
The team did so with aggression and
heart. Saturday’s win was a crucial one for
the Bobcats, improving their position for
die upcoming NESCAC tournament and
halting the Ephs’ undefeated streak. Last
season, Williams defeated Bates during the
season, but fell to die Bobcats during die
NESCAC tournament quarterfinals. Over
die past ten years, Bates has held a 4-7-0
record against Williams.
“1 diink they played great. They did
what was necessary to come out with a
W. They played widi heart and protected
their home field” said assistant coach Carla
Flaherty, a graduate of die class of 2003Alexander said, “I’m so excited. We

The women’s soccer team put a stop
to an undefeated Williams squad Oct. 7,
clenching a 2-1 victory.
“We set die tone for Parent’s Weekend,”
Nini Spalding ’08 said in congratulating her
team on the win.
While die final score was dlted in
Bates’ favor, die onset of the game was not.
Williams controlled die first 20 minutes of
the game, beating Bates to the ball and
scoring a goal. Early in die game, Williams’
Sarah Walmsley '10 took a shot that Bates
keeper Mia Lidofsky ’09 dove to deflect.
Walmsley’s teammate, Brianna Wolfson TO,
followed through on die shot as Lidofsky
hurried to stand back up, scoring in die
fifth minute of the game.
Such an early goal often threatens die
mental game of a team, but Bates did not
give up.
The Bobcats clawed their way onto
the scoreboard widi a Kim Alexander ’07
goal in die remaining six minutes of the
first half. Jen Marino ’09 touched die ball
to Alexander who dodged around die Wil¬
liams defense.for a breakaway.
“I was telling myself to stay composed
and find a comer,” said Alexander.
Efficiendy utilizing die open space and
carefully placing her shot, Alexander navi¬
gated the ball into her opponent’s net to tie
the score for halftime.
At halftime, head coach Jim Murphy
gave die girls some time to diemselves to
talk over what needed to be done to win
the game before speaking to them himself.
In his halftime speech, he focused on the
girls’ play in the last 20 minutes of the first
half, during which he thought they played
well. He instructed the girls to pick up the
intensity in the effort to win 50-50 balls,
which would be the key to gaining control
of the game.
The Alexander goal showed die team
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Jill Capucci '10 rips a shot in a Bates victory.
needed this. It was a team win.”
Lidofsky added, ‘This is the turn of the
season. Everyone’s ready to come out and
win. We’re pulling it together and we’re
going to be unstoppable.”
Captain Becky Macdonald ’07 hopes
the team will come up with more wins in
the remainder of die season before die NE¬
SCAC tournament.
Macdonald commented that die team
could work on “shooting, finishes and not
taking too many touches. Other dian diat
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COURTESY OF MICHAEL GALVIN
Josh Galvin breaks the tackles of Maine Maritime Sailors en route to a 41-19
Bates routing of the Academy.

Following a resounding victory
over rival Bowdoin, the men’s rugby
team posted its most complete perfor¬
mance of the year, pummeling Maine
Maritime Academy 41-19 to improve
its record to 2-1-1 on the season.
The Bobcats dominated the Sail¬
ors, running the score up to 31-5
at the half by swinging the ball out
wide to their wings and capitalizing
on their substantial speed advantage.
Alex Bregger ’09 and CJ Miller TO
scored two tries apiece, and Cavan
Boyle ’09 added another. The forward
pack controlled the game inside, ne¬
gating the- only strength of the Mari¬
time squad.
From there on, the Sailors were
overmatched and unable to prevent
the ship from sinking, caught in the
midst of a Bobcat monsoon.
Captain Andrew Jacobs ’07 was
very pleased with the effort.
“We dominated offensively and
defensively, executed to near perfec¬
tion and pretty much outplayed them
in every facet of the game," said Ja¬
cobs. “The game showed that we can
haqg with anyone, and if we play our
be.it, we can beat anyone.”

Continuing the recent success will
prove a challenge to the team as inju¬
ries to key players mount. Last week
against Bowdoin, inside center Rich¬
ard Clark ’09 badly sprained his ankle
and might miss the rest of the season.
Against Maritime, the team suffered a
major setback when fly half (and pri¬
mary kicker) Ben Schrier ’07 suffered
torn ligaments and a possible fracture
in his heel.
Even Jacobs was a victim, break¬
ing his front tooth in half, presumably
for his photo shoot with MAD maga¬
zine;
“The injury is a major disappoint¬
ment, especially since it’s my senior
year,” said Schrier. “I guess now I’ll
have more free time to work on my
thesis, which sucks.” Schrier is out
for the season.
Next week the team takes on Uni¬
versity of Maine-Farmington, and the
following week is the opening round
of the playoffs.
If the team can respond to its re¬
cent adversity with efforts like those
against Bowdoin and Maritime, a long
playoff run is possible. If the team is
unable to recover from the injuries,
the season could come to an unfortu¬
nately abrupt conclusion.
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Marino '09 assists, respectively. Marino
wrapped up die Bates scoring, knocking
the ball into the upper left comer off of
another Brown setup.
While Bates controlled most of the
game, die team works to improve on bad
movement and control. The team plays
at USM on Wednesday Oct. 11 at 4 p.m.
and dien home again versus Wesleyan the
14th.

Field Hockey Visits The Netherlands

Men's Rugby Flattens
Maritime Sailors

TOMMY IMBODEN
STAFF WRITER

we played phenomenal.”
Oct. 9th, the team capitalized on finish¬
ing, shutting out Endicott, 5-0. Julie Brown
'09 fed Wagner the ball, 15 minutes into the
game. Wagner dribbled into the box and
struck a well-placed shot into the upper
left netting.
Wagner scored again, 3:15 into the
second half, after a a series of Alexander
and Mary Bucci '07 attempts were denied.
Jessie Gargiulo and Alexander scored in
the next 15 minutes off of Bucci and Jen
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While some athletes used this past
summer to relax and rest from their
various sports, the field hockey team
gave up sleeping in and watching TV
to travel to the Netherlands for an in¬
ternational tournament. Head coach
Wynn Hohlt hoped to give her up¬
perclassmen players a cultural and
world-expanding experience, while
having the opportunity to bond as a
team and play against some talented
opponents.
“The opportunity to spend time
together as a team, away from all the
trappings and distractions of school
is really important. The team is very
close and this trip allowed this bond
to deepen,” Hohlt said.
The Netherlands is among the
top three teams for both men’s and
women’s field hockey. Playing against
more competitive teams raises the in¬
tensity of the game as players have to
step up a level and test themselves.
After a nearly nine-month hiatus dur¬
ing the off season the team felt rusty
returning to the field. The players
practiced the afternoon they arrived
and then had their first match that
evening. Even though the team was
out-matched by the Netherlands, the
girls still enjoyed playing.
The Dutch players displayed more
experience than Bates due to a greater
level of exposure to the game. Hohlt
noted that one of the main differ¬
ences between American field hockey
and Dutch field hockey is that players
in the Netherlands start much earlier,
joining their first teams as early as the
age of six.
Furthermore, there are more op¬
portunities for people to play field
hockey in the Netherlands, which adds

to their skill. One of the clubs Bates
played had 42 youth teams. Hohlt ex¬
plained that each city has field hockey
clubs, containing between 500 and
2100 members for men, women and
children of any ability level.
The culture of sports is drasti¬
cally different in Europe than in the
U.S. More time and spirit is devoted
to sports overseas. This atmosphere
elevates the skill level and tactics of
European athletes. In regards to field
hockey, Hohlt noticed that the other
teams do not waste time and energy
running around on the field without a
purpose. They have a higher under¬
standing of the game, which allows
them to function more effectively as a
unit.
The Bobcats played local teams in

the southwestern and western area of
Amsterdam. Clubs generally have up
to 15 women’s teams, and during their
stay Bates faced exclusively first and
second teams.
“The chance to play against teams
that are more skilled than we are with
nothing on the line is a great way to
improve. There was no pressure to
win, just the chance to try out some
different combinations and play our
hardest. Because we played everyone
equal time, the players had time on
the sideline to watch and learn from
that as well.”
Playing aside, the trip allowed the
players to broaden their understand¬
ings of other cultures and see what
exists beyond the Bates bubble. BeSee FIELD HOCKEY, page Y

COURTESY OF WYNN HOHLT
The veteran members of the field hockey team in front of the North Sea in Scheviningen after biking through Den Haag during their summer trip to the Nether¬
lands.

Bates Nordic Divides into Teams, Runs Maine Marathon
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The Nordic Ski Team does not mess
around. According to NESCAC rules,
the team cannot begin training with
Coach Becky Woods until the begin¬
ning of October. This puts the squad
at a disadvantage, since several of
Bates’ opponents— UVM, Dartmouth
and Middlebury—face no such restric¬
tions, and can travel for their training
every day from September until the
end of the racing season in March. As
such, the team doesn’t waste any time
once the official season begins.
This year, day one with their coach
found Bates Nordic in Portland, shak¬
ing the early season lethargy out of
their legs with the Maine Marathon.

The race attracts 3,000 runners, and
covers 26.2 miles of rolling terrain.
Bates Nordic ran every one of those
miles, but not individually.
The Bobcats separated into five
teams of four: three composed of all
men, two composed of all women,
and one with three women and one
alumnus (last year’s team captain, Seth
Hubbard). The first leg ran 6.2 miles,
the second 8.8, the third 6.0 and the
final 5.2.
Most of the teams performed ad¬
mirably. The women’s team placed
first and second and the men placed
second and third for relay teams.
This race’s results highlight the
potential of this year’s team, which far
exceeds that of past years’ teams. A
n$w assistant coach - Jordi St. John, ,

a member of the NCAA championship
second place team from the University
of Vermont - adds to Woods' already
stellar coaching.
The men’s side has received many
new and talented skiers, who have
sterling records in national level com¬
petitions: including Harry Poole and
Brandon Cooper, both of whom de¬
ferred college enrollment for a year in
order to develop in skiing.
Sylvan Ellefson ’09 expressed
his excitement for the team after the
race.
“We are going to have one of the
most competitive teams in the histo¬
ry of Bates skiing and will have the
opportunity to beat teams in winter
See NORDIC FEATURE, page 7

